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$5.7T
Global Grocery Market

$1.3T
US & Canada 

Annual Sales (15%)

The grocery industry is massive



$400B
Consumer Electronics

$25B
Books & Magazines

By comparison...

$1.3T
Grocery



47%
Consumer Electronics

32%
Books & Magazines

We’re seeing a strong shift to online

3%
Grocery

In 2019...

...were purchased online



7

COVID-19 has changed grocery shopping forever

Source: Mercatus

https://info.mercatus.com/egrocery-shopper-behavior-report?utm_source=ketner&utm_medium=media&utm_campaign=fy21-q3-shopper-survey-report-ketner-press-release


An Example of Technical Challenges

Availability of a certain item in a certain store

6am

12pm

6pm

found not found

predictions



Patterns of Repeated Purchases

Opportunities

bananas capers



e-Commerce 
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e-Commerce
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e-Commerce
Search @ Instacart



The future of e-Commerce?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNMHH0kIpPE&t=50


Two challenges:

● Need many rule-based or ML models to interpret the query

● Need data of heterogeneous types (e.g., catalog, taxonomy, knowledge graph)

Classical Information Retrieval

Query: blue long sleeve dress

Image from t.ly/qmy0

http://t.ly/qmy0


Query Understanding

california  red  wine  2019  $40

Location = California          Category = read wine          Year  = 2019          Price  ~ $40

Language Detection (i18n)

Speller

Stemming & Lemmatization 

Query Classification

Query Segmentation

Entity Linking

Tagging

Query Rewriting

Query Relaxation

...



Retailers adopt different product taxonomies
● Instacart works with 600+ retailers

Google Product Taxonomy
● More than 6,000 categories

Instacart’s taxonomy for groceries
● More than 6,000 categories

Product Catalog & Taxonomy



Product Catalog & Taxonomy

When the taxonomy contains thousands of nodes …

… > Floral  > Indoor plants

… > Floral  > Potted plants



Product Knowledge Graph vs Generic Knowledge Graph

From Luna Dong, Amazon



Product Knowledge Graph

Consider queries:

insomnia, heartburn, how to get rid of a raccoon

Google trends from 2014:

queries that contain the term “how”



Product Knowledge Graph

Consider queries:

insomnia, heartburn, how to get rid of a raccoon, 

We need knowledge in the form of:

(key phrase, relationship, {objects})

For example:

(heartburn, medicine-for, {antacids, h2 receptor blockers, proton pump inhibitors})

(2017 sci-fi movies, top-10-of, {okja, blade runner 2049, Thor: Ragnarok, Marjorie Prime, …})

(depression, treatment-of, {stay connected, exercise, healthy diet, get sunlight})



Knowledge on the Web



Structured Data
● Catalog (inventory) data
● Transaction data
● ...

Semi-Structured Data (trees and graphs)
● Taxonomy, Ontology, Knowledge Graph
● ...

Unstructured Data
● Customer review 
● Web page
● ...

Data Integration



Summary: Issues of e-Commerce Search

● Classical IR uses inverted index that is “term” based. No semantics.

● To support semantic matching, we perform query rewriting at many levels.

● To support tasks such as query rewriting, we develop many individual ML models. 

● To do a better job in understanding queries, we must incorporate heterogeneous type of data, such 
as web pages. 



Neural IR

Neural Re-ranking Models

- An extension to the Learning to Rank mechanism. 
- Use neural network-based models to score or rank documents.

Representation Learning

- Encode queries and documents into distributional representations.
- Use k-nearest neighbor search (ANN) to find relevant documents.



Neural Information Retrieval

Han Xiao: BERT as a Service

http://t.ly/ds4P


Representations of Products

Prod2vec (Grbovic et al),  Prod2BERT (Bianchi et al),  E-BERT (Zhang et al)

Applications beyond Search: Recommendation, Intent Prediction, etc.



Neural e-Commerce Search

JD.com Walmart

End-to-End, Personalized End-to-End, Session based



Addressing any need of a customer?

Consider queries:

● insomnia
● heartburn
● how to get rid of a raccoon

It’s more a data integration problem than a query-product semantic matching problem.



End-to-End IR

Question:

Can we train one ML model that returns related documents/products for a give query?

Metzler et al, Rethinking Search



Model based Search



Model based General Search vs e-Commerce Search

Challenges:

● The document space is huge (Google indexes 30 trillion pages)
● Update is costly (It is estimated that Google crawls 25 billion pages every day)

e-Commerce Search:

● It is more like search against the database
● The product space is much smaller  (prod2vec considers ~2 million products)
● For ads, the featured product space is even smaller (usually << 1 million)



Neural Databases



Unifying Heterogeneous Data to Text



Special ID token for each Product 
● Create a special token for each product, and use the token in text to 

represent the product
● e.g., [P123] could refer to a specific product

Alternative Approach
● [PStart] Lucerne Milk with Reduced Fat [PEnd]

Unifying Heterogeneous Data to Text



Unifying Heterogeneous Data to Text

Structure Data are basically relational tables with columns or attributes. We assume each record is about a product. 

We create a set of multiple natural language templates for each attribute. These templates allow us to generate descriptions of the 
product in a natural language.

For example:

● Product name:
○ (ex) [P123] is Lucerne Milk with Reduced Fat.
○ (ex) The product id of Lucerne Milk with Reduced Fat is [P123]

● Product brand name:
○ (ex) The brand name of [P123] is Lucerne.
○ (ex) Lucerne is [P123]’s brand name.

● Product attributes:
○ (ex) The attributes of [P123] include organic, gluten free, and kosher.
○ (ex) The attributes of [P123] include kosher, organic, and gluten free.

● Aggregation:
○ (ex) Lucerne products are dairy you can depend on. It produces milk such as [P123], …



Unifying Heterogeneous Data to Text

Transaction Data

For each type of translation, we create some natural language templates.

- Top 10 converted items for the search query 'milk' at Costco is [P001], [P002], …, and [P010]
- A customer bought [P001], [P022], …, and [P042] together
- …



Unifying Heterogeneous Data to Text

Product Knowledge Graph, Ontology, Taxonomy

We may generate descriptions across multiple tables (e.g., between product and recipe). This helps us answer questions 
such as complementary products, substitute products, etc.

- For example, we have "catalog product class - product serving size -> Volume" in our KG. We can use it as a 
template and the instances of these two classes to generate something like "Reduced fat Lucerne Milk has 8 
serving size of 1 cup per container"

- For example, we can also generate something like "Reduced fat Lucerne Milk has 140 Calories" based on another 
relation (product fatCaloriesPerServing) between "catalog product class" and "energy".



Unifying Heterogeneous Data to Text

Unstructured Data

- For example: recipes, web articles, 
…

- Perform entity linking and embed 
product IDs such as [Pxxx] in the doc



Pre-training a LM

Consider the pre-training for masked language models.

We first add product_ids and words used in instacart (e.g. words used in brand 
names and product names) as additional tokens in the vocabulary set.

● Input sentence: “[P123] is Lucerne Milk with Reduced Fat” 

● Masking: “[P123] is [Mask] [Mask] with [Mask] [Mask]

● We want to predict the original input sentence based on the masked 
sentence 

shopping



Fine-tuning - Document Retrieval

We treat document retrieval as a multiclass-multilabel classification process, where 
# of classes = # of product_ids.

Training data

<“[Query] milk”: ([P001], 0.4), ([P006], 0.3), ([P123], 0.2), … , (P[234], 0.1)>

Labels can be soft labels or hard labels.



Fine-tuning - Document Recommendation

The input is a document identifier and the output is one or more relevant document 
identifiers. We also treat Document Recommendation as a multiclass-multilabel 
classification process, where # of classes = # of product_ids.

<“[Recommend] [P001]”: ([P006], 0.8), ([P123], 0.9), … , (P[234], 0.7)>

Labels can be soft labels or hard labels.



Fine-tuning - Document Encoding

The objective of this task is to encode token embedding for a given product 
description. The input is a product description (product brand name + product 
name + attributes) and the output is corresponding product id. Note that this is 
multi-class single label classification.

<“[Product] lucerne milk with reduced fat”: ([P123], 1.0)>

Label is product_id.

Once the training is done, the model will be able to encode new products. We 
then append these additional token embeddings to the weight of the final output 
layer.



Multi-task Learning

Finally we fine-tune the model from the pre-trained checkpoint with all the objectives we mentioned above. Below diagram shows how we 
feed all the inputs to the corpus model and how we use output of the model in a multi task learning setting.



Remaining problems? Too many ...

What about personalization?

Templates? Aren’t they biased?

How about new products?

…



A Hybrid Approach



e-Commerce Search is challenging 
● Heterogeneous types of data
● Converting the data to structured 

A hybrid approach is the most realistic at the moment
● Relying on neural models for high recall
● Relying on classical approaches for precision and scalability

End-to-end Model based IR is becoming increasingly more attractive
● Challenges: vocabulary size, updates, text description generation, etc.

Conclusion



Thanks


